
With new emerging technology comes access to incredible opportunities, lost 
connections, fun entertainment and more. And in order to gain that access, users 
knowingly (or unknowingly) provide their data to companies. For years there 
have been conversations surrounding privacy issues, but evaluating those 
conversations from a common perspective can be rare. And, most importantly 
discussions related to the 2018 Facebook and Cambridge Analytica scandal, 
where the infamous platform allowed for some unsavory data usage by a third 
party, have also been rare. Though five interviews and a questionnaire with 
almost 40 respondents, this text analyzes the human perspective of technology 
and its power over daily life and individualism.
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Cambridge Analytica is important to this research because it was and is a major 
misuse of data that operated under the noses of the most used platform in the 
world, Facebook [1]. Strategic Communications Laboratory Group (SCL) formed a 
sub-segment company called Cambridge Analytica. Here, they focused on using 
psychographic data to influence voting patterns, elections, general population 
behavior, trends, and more [2]. Cambridge Analytica operated with over 5,000 data 
points on each of the 90 million Facebook users compromised. They focused on 
users they called “persuadables.” People deemed easily impressionable by a 
categorization system based on personality quizzes administered on Facebook [2]. 
These test gave Cambridge Analytica the ability to not just read a quiz taker’s 
information, but also that tester’s entire friend base. Therefore, tracking, 
organizing, and categorizing millions of unsuspecting people because one person in 
their network took a personality quiz. All of this information compiled personality 
profiles, which gauged whether or not someone qualified as a “persuadable.”  
These modeled characteristics that correlate to behavior, and behavior is what 
Cambridge Analytica already knew they could manipulate. SCL and Cambridge 
Analytica was hired by the Trump Administration, and since just under 80,000 
people in specific states determined the U.S. 2016 Presidential Election, it is 
speculated (and in many cases supported) that Cambridge Analytica and the 
Trump Administration worked together to secure a victory. [3]

Cambridge Analytica

All this being known, let’s not talk about politics. But instead about infringement 
and manipulation. Psychographic data is extraordinarily powerful, and to a data 
scientist, it is simply beautiful. But, is it ethical to use? Psychographic data can 
influence users in fascinating ways because of how it analyzes individuals online. 
Once a system has the basics, it digs even deeper, skimming how long a user 
watches a video with specific hashtags and people, what sites you visit when it’s 
getting close to Mother’s Day, how long it takes you to buy a certain product, and 
just about any other specific behavior you perform online[4]. (This is why people 
think their phones are secretly listening to you). ‘They’ aren’t necessarily listening,
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METHODS AND MATERIALS

more like performing precise observation of every action you make. Psychographic 
segmentation is a term used for that categorization weapon used to find the 
“persuadables.” It breaks users off into segmented groups based on specific 
psychological traits and characteristics including conscious or subconscious beliefs 
values, lifestyle, social status, opinions, and activities [5]. This information makes 
users very easy to predict (predictive behavioral data) [5]. Because people are easier 
to predict, they are easier to influence, depleting the ability to individually think. 
This study focuses on how people feel after being exposed to this information in the 
context of their online experiences, what is psychographic data? Who and what is 
Cambridge Analytica and how did they operate? What actually happens with my 
information? And, what information am I okay with sharing? 

It’s easy to learn this information, but I am interested in learning about that 
question, ‘how does that make you feel?’ Within this text, I explore that question 
through multiple mediums in a preliminary study to further research in this arena. 
In order to better technology, even extremely beautiful but dangerous technology, 
we must understand what users want—Because they do not want to be hurt, lied to, 
or manipulated [7]. And, slowly they are discovering that they are intertwined in 
some learned helplessness attached to their attention and every day lives.

Relevance

I recruited interview participants within my personal network from a variety of 
majors and jobs; environmental science, strategic communications, information 
science, finance, and media studies. I did this because I wanted a myriad of 
exposure. As I expected the information science major would have more 
preliminary information than most since the likelihood of their exposure to this 
topic would be higher. Each of the five interview participants answered 16 prepared 
questions and each interview took approximately 30 to 45 minutes via Zoom. Three 
of the five participants identified as female. Of the five, one identified as LGBTQ+.  

I used a new approach that is a cross between an interview and a survey, what I 
called an ‘interactive writing interview.’ The questions I prepared lived in a

document that would be shared and visible to the participant during the interview. 
First, they took the survey which takes about 3 minutes, then we discussed the 
questions. I asked the questions in the same order for each participant, and after 
asking, they individually wrote out their answers. Once they were finished, we 
would discuss and expand on what they wrote; why they used this term, why they 
began typing then deleted something, what went through their mind, etc. I did this 
for a few reasons; firstly because I personally feel like my answers are more 
thought out after I’ve written it down, but also so I could observe the participants 
in a more in-depth and meaningful way. I felt I was able to learn more about their 
thought processes because of this approach. 

In addition to the interviews, I deployed a survey with 14 required questions and 
one optional write-in question. The first two questions were demographic based. 
Nine questions were multiple choice and check boxes; two used the likert scale; one 
used a rating scale. I sent the survey to group chats in different networks I 
subscribe to; the executive board for the organization of which I am the president, 
the Slack group messages with students in my class, larger Slack channels for 
organizations, friends willing to engage, professors, parents, family, etc. 

INTERVIEW EVALUATION

The questions I derived were based off very overarching ideas since each of my 

participants were not necessarily the most knowledgable about these topics. I asked 

questions regarding data ownership, privacy from data aggregates, their relationship 

with social media and how their actions changed based on their increasing 

knowledge of what privacy actually looks like. Much of my inspiration for a user 

perspective came from the jargon imbedded within all of these texts[6]—from the 

perspective of a person who’s taken relative classes, read articles and scholarly texts, 

experimented with coding and similar projects, it’s deducible and understandable 

with a read or two, but it is easy to get lost when someone is not intertwined in the 

vernacular. It is a difficult feeling to know that something is wrong, unjust, or 
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was wrong.” Those observations are important to me, as the researcher, when it 
comes to analyzing behavior and perception.  

Six questions into the interviews, I asked if they (the interviewees) knew what 
Cambridge Analytica is and was (or what is once was). Four out of the five said they 
had never heard of Cambridge Analytica or SCL. From here I read a short 
description of Cambridge Analytica. The next question I asked was the most 
interactive of the sixteen; “ Which word(s) best describes how that makes you feel?” 

Table A displays each word the interviewees highlighted or bolded as their answers. 
Each varied in some way, but every participant emphasized “manipulated” and 
“invaded.” This was one of the most fascinating responses of the interviews; 
because with even a small bit of knowledge, these participants immediately felt this 
way. Three of them explained that they would feel this way personally, but they 
more-so empathized with the Facebook users effected. The next question was 
“When you started using social media, did you ever think this type of data usage 
was possible?” — Each participant responded “No…” Which supports the idea that 
not many internet users are fully aware of what is going on behind their screens [3]. 

Name | Term Manipulated Influenced Polarized Individualistic Invaded Protected Impressionable

Cole X X X

Marissa X X X X

Jennifer X X X

Jackson X X

Sarah X X X X

Table A

Table A:  
Each pseudonym name for the interview 
participants run down the left side while 
the options for word selection runs 
across the top. The X indicates which 

words they each highlighted. 

or unethical but not know the ins and outs of it.Many of these questions were based 

off stories I read from “MindF*ck: Cambridge Analytica and the Plot to Break 

America,” written by Cambridge Analytica whistleblower, Christopher Wylie[3], in 

addition to scholarly texts such as “Ownership, privacy, and control in the Wake of 

Cambridge Analytica” that focuses specifically on control when polarized ideals 

corrupt our mindsets. “Facebook and online privacy,” another article, deals with 

attitudinal and behavioral changes with online usage. 

The interview was partially an experiment in it of itself, and I wish this was not the 
case. Because I used this different approach, to even call it an interview is somewhat 
dividing because of its interactivity. However, there was still much observation that 
came from my interviewees. All of the participants wrote or said they began using 
social media between the ages of 11 and 13 and grades six through eight.  

Each interviewee has a pseudonym, but gender stays the same 

For example, Cole (M) and Jackson (M), even though uneducated on psychographic 
data and Cambridge Analytica were the most confident in their answers. They were 
not ethics or data experts, but they spoke as if they were, especially in their wording 
on paper. Jennifer (F), the only interviewee who was familiar and followed along 
with the Cambridge Analytica unfolding story, spoke and wrote about it least 
confidently; writing then deleting over and over again, starting with a short answer 
and trying sentence after sentence to justify an answer she, later explained, “thought  
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The goal for the survey was 25 respondents, and I ended with 39. The respondents 
range from 19 years old to 68 years old, with 71.8 percent being female identifying. I 
sent the Google Form survey through various group messages in Slack, text message, 
and Facebook. Respondents included people in my network from all over the 
country; Florida, Virginia, Washington D.C., New York, Colorado, California, to 
name a few. Some respondents reported that the questionnaire took approximately 
two to three minutes—there were 15 questions total. Of the fifteen questions, 
fourteen were required with one optional write-in question. The questions varied in 
type; rating scale, likert scale, multiple choice, open ended.  

The questions surround pieces of the psychographic data puzzle like what 
information data companies and advertisers, etc. are most interested in versus what 
you are willing to give, whether or not you accept terms and conditions, data 
ownership, and more. Much of the survey’s data supports claims made in the past on 
attitudes towards privacy and security online. 

SURVEY ANALYSIS

Goals & Demographics

Important Findings

All of the following information is based on the survey deployed for this project.

Table B & C

Table B: 
Over 64 percent of respondents 
said they accept cookies on a new 
site all or most of the time.

Table F:  
92 percent believes platforms and 
websites should make what data they 
share or sell explicitly clear.

With that, 23.1 percent of respondents marked “No” when asked if they were in 
favor of a more private internet. And, 28.9 percent are not comfortable with the 
amount of privacy they have online. 

Table G:  
84.2 percent believe in data 
ownership.

Table F & G

Table C: 
69.2 percent of respondents 
said they accept terms and 
conditions without reading them 
all of the time and 20.5 percent 
responded that they accept the 
terms and conditions most of the 
time.

Table D
Table D:  
71.8 percent of respondents do not 
feel comfortable with the amount of 
privacy they currently have online. 

In the same poll, 76.9 percent of 
respondents are in favor of a more 
private internet.

This fascinates me because I 
am curious what that extra 
7.9% disagrees on.

In these set of questions, I wanted results based off fast thinking and impulse; 
which is why I so often used ‘Yes’ or ‘No’ answers. 
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Table J

Table H

Table I

Table J: 
51.3% clicked none of the above; 23.1% clicked where you shop and what you buy; 20.5% checked age; 
20.5% checked gender; 17.9% clicked what sites you visit the most; 12.8% checked who you interact 
with the most

Table H:  
59% clicked age; 
64.1% checked gender; 
64.1% checked 
university or school; 
59% clicked who you 
follow / are friends 
with; 59% clicked who 
follows you / are 
friends with; 25.6% 
checked hometown; 
28.2% clicked posts 
you’ve liked

Table I:  
71.8% clicked phone number; 66.7% 
clicked where you shop and what you 
buy; 64.1% clicked what sites you visit 
the most; 51.3% checked who you 
interact with the most; 46.2% checked 
email; 41% clicked general location; 
35.9% clicked posts you’ve liked; 
28.2% checked hometown; 23.1% age; 
20.5%  clicked who you follow / are 
friends with; 20.5% checked who 
follows you / are friends with; 10.3% 
(4 ppl) - clicked all of the above.

Cambridge Analytica and the use of psychographic data were my motivation behind 
this small study. But my instincts said most people would not be fully aware of 
Cambridge Analytica. Read to the responses to the optional write in question that 
stated, “Add any questions you may have or how taking this survey made you feel? 
Will you change how you use online platforms or stay the same?”: 

- Concerned. Opens conversations 
- Not really; I think about this stuff a fair amount already 
- I think I will be more careful about what I send in private messages 
- Stay the same 

In the three checkbox multiple choice questions I asked “What information do you 
believe should never be shared publicly on platforms to friends, family, followers, 
etc.”, “What information do you believe is okay to be shared publicly on platforms to 

Cambridge Analytica & Psychographics

friends, families, and followers.'' And lastly, “What information do you believe 
platforms should have the access to with the intent to share or sell to other 
platforms or advertising companies, etc. Tables H, I, and J display the results from 
these questions. In the question stated in Table J, 52.6 percent of respondents said 
that none of the above information should be shared or sold by platforms. And, the 
options, hometown, phone number, and email were never clicked. Even though 
most of these are often requirements for entering social media platforms.  

I asked these questions because users play a role in what data is available to 
platforms [2]. We say Yes to a lot of things that are not well enough explained. To 
reiterate, 92 percent of survey respondents feel as though platforms and websites 
should make what data they share or sell explicitly clear. 

Technology has the power for change, if it is not the driver in it of itself. However, 
what is often overlooked are the implications of technological advancement, growth, 
and expansion. I believe by forcing the perspective onto the human experience, we

TECHNOLOGY & POWER
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are able to illustrate the power technology holds. Evaluating the power technology 
has over itself—as in, how it builds upon each other, how it’s helped us, what it’s 
changed in humanity, etc.—can only go so far. Whereas, listening to those actually 
effected would push our advancement into the ethical direction it needs and 
deserves. Through constant, consistent technological surveillance of users and 
subjects, power inflates [6]. This is due to the data that companies are able to gain; 
this data is so wide and ample, and it gains more knowledge every day, creating more 
opportunity to predict behavior, appeal to values, and influence identity.  

Technological globalization has brought many concerns, of course the most 
overarching one being privacy. Which is why I focused so heavily on it throughout 
this small study. From the perspective of a data enthusiast, one understands that 
must become more individualized, as that creates the most unique and personalized 
experience, yet, attitudes are changing, and new swings in artificial intelligence, 
machine learning, data science and mining, and technology as a whole will halt and 
be protested unless we focus on the matters most imperative to the people. [4]

I feel very empowered through this little study. I feel as though I was able to imbed my 
knowledge meaningfully and learn a lot about people in my network. Oftentimes papers 
examining technology (at least those that come across my table) focus less on 
observation and more on hardcore research tactics. And, while some of these papers 
have been instrumental to conversations about technology, power, privacy, security, 
data, etc., observation gets overlooked. Recognizing patterns and instances in my 
participants mannerisms, habits, thought processes, writing processes, all made the 
experience feel more purposeful. In addition, this study proved to measure judgement 
from the researchers perspective; feedback was powerful for all parties involved. 

CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK
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Reflection

Conclusion
These preliminary findings, more than anything, show that people are interested in 
privacy, protection, and powerful tech in terms of how it relates to their individualism. If 
someone asks a question, there are not enough accessible resources provided to them 

without the need for extensive prior knowledge. I hope to bridge the gap between 
the known and unknown when it comes to such imperative knowledge on the 
number one thing that engulfs our hourly lives. 

In the future, there is opportunity to expand questioning and observation of human 
interaction and perception of their online experiences while increasing their 
personal knowledge and understanding of privacy, data, ownership, etc.  
Cambridge Analytica is so imperative to this conversation because, not only was it 
extremely public, but their operations effected millions upon millions of people all 
around the world, not just Americans. And, when that magnitude of abuse of power 
is still so unheard of, that is when we begin to see a problem.  

Survey and interview questions could be presented in more hypothetical situations 
based on value, as well. For example, X action by user (you) leads to Y action by 
company (platform) which eventually leads to Z company (any) targeting 
users’ (you) interests down to the tee… do you value that interaction?  

Asking these more open ended questions may allow for more opportunity to think, 
empathize, and own the situation as you own. The interviews could have been 
differently as the process followed for this study may not even qualify as an 
interview. However, it was meaningful to listen and observe more closely. 

I believe in the opportunity to utilize the human experience online and the 
relationship it holds with technology’s overarching power is invaluable. It is what 
could save the future of technological globalization. Technology must stop asking 
for forgiveness and truly, and transparently ask for permission. 

Future Work
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